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OF OUR
A week or two ago as I was walking up Commercial Drive in East Vancouver, an older Italian gentleman

smoking a cigar whistled at me and said "Que Bella!" as I walked by. For a second I considered
turning and giving him two or three pieces of my mind for the sake of feminism or something like it,
when I realized I had just been cat called in a language native to people approximately 9000 kilometers
away. This caught my attention as wonderfully odd, and a direct cause of the multicultural reputation
this city has attained. Instead of getting angry, I continued to stroll on, mulling over this wonderful place
that surrounded me, and what makes it what it is.

Looking over the city, the span of landscape found minutes away lent me some inspiration.
I saw it as a patchwork with cross sectioning spider webs covering it; connecting the people of
different cultures by their commonalities and their differences. It is a world all its own, and I am quite
proud to be a part of it. Of course we have flaws, and intolerance is always present, but the amount of
acceptance and drive for a better future out-weighs that pessimism. Over the last couple of years, I feel
we have been driven towards a common goal, and we are so close to its realization that it is tangible
as a group success.
We are, in essence, a baby of a city. We grab and pull and strive to stand on our own to show what
we are capable of in multiple facets, and this February, we plan to do just that.

So where does this magazine fit in?

How does youth react to this city's culture and its involvement on an
international level?
This issue of FortyFour opened our minds in a community sense as well as to the more global aspect this city
will take on this year. The eyes of the world are set on Vancouver, and we do not plan to let this opportunity of
global recognition fade. This issue is us standing, yelling, perhaps with a bit of screaming, to be recognized and
to have our work appreciated on an international level. We see the attention as positive, and we hope to spread
the words we have written, the photography we have taken, the designs we have created and the ideas we have
discovered on a higher level.
From the Fortyfour perspective, the artistic and diverse nature of Vancouver is where we grab for inspiration in our
stories and passions. The city is a cornucopia for creative ingenuity and exploration; from the rise of slam poetry
and hip-hop on the streets, to the underground circus scene that is beginning to blossom from gymnasiums
near you.
It seems that Vancouver attracts the most passionate and entrepreneurial minds, and gives them a mode through
which to express themselves and to achieve things far greater than ever expected. Well, we at FortyFour aim to
be one of those vehicles of expression, and living in Vancouver makes it easy for us to find new and upcoming
excitement from the communities that make up this mad house of creativity. I am always surprised by what we
unearth in terms of new concepts. It is never boring, it is never stagnant, and it is always worth the visit to see what
Vancouver has to offer. I wouldn’t say that we’re the city that never sleeps, but we don’t nap often, and when we
do it’s because we were watching the hockey game last night. The score? Opposition: 0, Canucks:3.
However, the Italian man was probably watching soccer.

Designer: Julia Herron Writer: Katherine Alpen
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COMMUNITY
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Community is to youth, as what Waldo is to the art of hide and
seek: essential. We need community in order to function properly
and to develop into the best that we can be. So what can we
give in return? How can we improve what is already available
to us? The next two articles will answer exactly that. This issue,
the District is preparing a new official community plan, so we
talked to the Mayor and explained some of our concerns about
the environment, transportation, cost of housing, the need for
jobs and different recreation services. So whether it’s a full out
battle against climate change or the everyday inconveniences of
transportation, D44’s your man/woman.
Writer: Tegan Heywood Photographer: Zhamak Fullad Designer: Kevin Phung
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TRANSPORTATION

Writer: Tegan Heywood
Photographer: Zhamak Fullad
Designer: Gareth Dorscheid, Kevin Phung

It’s dark, it’s cold,
and you have no
way to get home. The
buses have stopped running and
you find yourself stranded at Phibbs
at some ungodly hour. Sound like a
stretch? Well, surprise! It’s not. We have
all come face to face with the horrors
of inefficient transportation. Whether it’s
a missed connection or the usual after
school traffic, the District of North Vancouver
could benefit from a new approach to these issues.
Stories about the transit system often echo
throughout the crowded halls: the myriad of
problems that inconvenience us are constant topics
of discussion. The key thing is that we are now at the
point where we can no longer depend on our parents
to get us everywhere, so we need a system that can
get us from point A to point B without fail. In other
words, we need our transit to be more efficient, more
frequent, and more accessible.

Transportation is a huge part of our every day lives; we find ourselves
constantly on the move and looking for a way to get anywhere.
Now obviously the changes could not occur overnight;
however, here are a couple of things to consider. Creating
new routes or adding more bus stops where necessary, would
make the system more accessible for people immediately.
Often, the distance between someone’s house and the
nearest bus stop is a huge factor in whether or not they decide
to take public transit. It sounds lazy, but that’s the way it is.
The frequency of the buses and the wait times involved are
also a common concern among transit folk. Waiting half an
hour for the next bus is bad enough, but the climate we live in
(to say a temperate rain-forest would be an understatement)
exacerbates the miserable, damp wait. Having more buses
running at peak hours would reduce wait times considerably
and leave people with a more favourable view of the system.
With only 10% of our community using public transit, these
changes could be pivotal in altering the public opinion.
While motor vehicles account for most travels, there are other
ways to get around the district that don’t involve fossil fuels. The
most common would be walking. While it is seldom a problem
during the day, once night falls, the pathways become dark

and at times, dangerous. It is very unnerving to walk through
a dark path with no knowledge of what lies beyond the
street light’s glare. We would like to see better lit trails in our
neighbourhoods so people feel safe walking home.
For daytime travel, we also need to accommodate the needs
of the cyclist. Some will bravely take their chances on the
road but they shouldn’t have to ride in danger. Even though
cyclists are a minority, with only 1% using bicycles as their
means of transportation, their safety is incredibly important.
If they were provided with bike lanes on some of the busier
roads, it would protect them from the traffic on our streets.
In order to encourage more people to use these alternative
transportation options, we need to improve them.
Transportation is a huge part of our everyday lives; we find
ourselves constantly on the move and looking for a way to
get anywhere. Having a dependable transportation system is
critical to sustaining a happy and involved community. So if a
few changes are all it takes, why not give it a try?
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Climate change
Writer: Tegan Heywood

Photographer: Zhamak Fullad

Designer: Kevin Phung

Since the beginning of time every superhero has had an arch nemesis. Batman’s was the Joker,
Spiderman’s was the Green Goblin and Superman’s was Lex Luther. The enemy we are fighting isn’t
the result of a genetic mutation, nor does it come fully clad in spandex; it is in fact something more
sinister. Our nemesis is climate change.
Every year the District consumes about 13.6 million GJ of energy. Converted into terms of currency,
it is equivalent to $185 million! However, as this energy is consumed, it starts to produce greenhouse
gases. The areas in which we are seeing the most emissions are our buildings, vehicles, and landfills
totaling 551,712 tonnes of CO2. These numbers need to be changed, and by working as a community,
we will hopefully be able to reduce our environmental impact.
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In the District of North Vancouver, buildings are the biggest offenders when it comes to
greenhouse gas emissions. They are responsible for a whopping 51% of all pollution. So for
those looking to reduce our community footprint, there are a number of things that can
be done. Green roofing for industrial or community facilities, for example, would be a
good first step. Not only would it allow for better drainage; it would help to insulate
the building while maintaining a nature-like feel. Likewise, installing double-paned
windows in these facilities would also be a wise decision. These windows trap
heat (or cold) so the thermostat doesn’t need to be cranked up to full blast.

These would initially be quite expensive but in the long run could end up
costing less. Understandably, not everyone would be able to afford these, so
let’s not forget about the everyday things. Remembering to turn off the lights or
choosing to put on a sweater instead of turning up the heat, make a difference.
By promoting small changes, people will start to take initiative in working
together for a greener home.
The next miscreant on our list is transportation. Obviously this doesn’t come
as a shock, but with it being responsible for 43% of our GHG emissions, it’s
a serious problem. Since we find ourselves living in a commuter community,
the car is often used more than it should be. In fact, on a daily basis, 85% of
people in the District will commute to work; 79% of these people will drive their
own car. Attracted by the prospect of being on time (potentially) and not having
to sit next to someone emitting an unpleasant body odour (hopefully), these
people pay little attention to the other methods of transportation available to
them. This is where alternate transport comes in. Improving the bus system
already in place by adding direct routes into the downtown or creating bike
routes for cyclists, would encourage people to think twice before hoping into
their car.
The third problem in our battle against climate change is landfill waste. Even
though it is only accountable for 6% of emissions, it should, and can easily, be
cut down. There are multiple facilities around the District that allow us to deal
with our waste properly. However, not enough people take advantage of them.
Instead of mindlessly throwing things into the trash, first ask yourself if what
you’re throwing out could be of use to someone else or as something else.
Now we are not superheroes. We are not super fast, super strong or super
perceptive. We are average people looking to solve an issue that is relevant to
us. The battle we are facing may seem impossible at times, but we have the
power of persistence, and – lucky for us – persistence pays off.
If you want to get involved in the District’s new official community plan and offer
your views on critical issues on future directions go to www.identity.dnv.org
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Writer: Danielle Phelan
Photography: Joy Apparel,
Meghan Brommeland
Designer: Danielle Phelan
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Skipping gleefully in bright yellow rain boots, I had fought the hold of my mother’s hand throughout our first
experience together down the streets of Chinatown, Vancouver. Being but a child, she held a firm grip upon me
after she claimed that I had been given an especially unfavorable scowl from a passer by who had apparently been
staring down my red, curly locks. I was blissfully unaware of any sort of judgement passed that day.
Years later, I learned how easily an action’s intentions could be misinterpreted. Sometimes it’s hard to decide
which events are on purpose and which are accidental, especially in a day and age where equality is something
that’s so strongly encouraged (at least in most of Canada). Every millisecond of every day there is someone judging
their neighbour, mistreating their acquaintance, misleading their children and practising discrimination in some way,
shape or form. Witnessing something like this can often leave an individual with that sort of uneasy feeling as they
mull over the wrong that has taken place in front of them or even to them. The answers to why these events take
place will never fully be answered; they remain a mystery. But, what if an individual wanted to bring some attention
to the constant collection of these misdeeds, to remind those to consider their actions before carrying them out?
Well for some it begins with getting up in the morning, getting dressed and putting on a Joy Apparel t-shirt.

Deriving from Bradford, Ontario, the supposed vegetable capital of
Canada, Jeff Woodrow founded Joy Apparel back in 2006. Currently
residing in Toronto, he remembers growing up in an area “certainly
not [filled with] a lot of cultural diversity,” much different to the city he
calls home today. Jeff knows the importance in “understand[ing] your
heritage” after being raised by a single mom who had come over from
Holland as a young girl, an influence that can be interpreted through
his thriving vision of peace, equality and fair trade. He incorporates
this belief within his ambitious designs weekly; compelling new
clientele to think about their own areas of gratitude within their lives.
Now here’s the point where you’re probably asking okay, now that I
know a bit about Jeff, and can obviously assume the images on this
page are what make up Joy Apparel, what’s so special about it? What
differentiates it from every other t-shirt company out there, sticking
a similar sort of ‘doodle’ on dozens of shirts and just offering them in
different colours? Well for Joy Apparel that doodle isn’t just a doodle.
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It's your face.
When referring to your face, I am not trying to make some sort of bad
comeback to an insult – I literally mean your mug. With Joy Apparel,
your face is actually sketched out by hand using a tablet and printed
onto a shirt, (or two, or three, depending on the demand of the public).
The point of your face being on a shirt is thought provocation: you’re
on the upper left side of a t-shirt, therefore you’re over someone’s
heart, causing them to possibly consider how their actions affect
someone else, somewhere else on this planet. By purchasing someone
else’s face on a shirt (and getting to know them a bit by reading about
their passions in life on the tag) you’re given the opportunity to submit
your own photo to be drawn, and a brief blurb to let the world know
what you’re about. This idea is beginning to grow and flourish into a
movement of consideration of others. Distributed on certified organic
tee’s and bamboo tank tops, Joy Apparel is also eco-friendly and fair
trade certified; all the shirts being made in Canada. Over the last few
years of its development, Jeff has made an effort to “never want to
compromise integrity” within his small and growing business. He has
made it possible for this to be the first, or second, though really one in
many steps in hopes of non-discrimination.

"dependinG
yoU were
dictateD

whaT countrY
from [often]
youR job"

But where did this inspiration
come from?
During his travels, Jeff came to learn firsthand just how different
things were in other parts of the world in comparison to North
America. While working on a cruise ship, he met some amazing
new friends within the sort of “microcosm of people” working
alongside him, often trudging through seven days straight of work.
The hours were long, the days were hard, but the overall reward,
was it worth it? Well it really depended on the person. For the
most part, the staff didn’t get to choose their jobs. Apparently,
“depending what country you were from [often] dictated your job,”
leaving most of the Filipino staff members as deckhands, or the
Chinese staff members as launders. Talking about it today, Jeff was
sure to point this out as one of the first building blocks to his ideal
vision statement of equality. Someone’s nationality shouldn’t dictate
their area of employment. Same goes with overall skin colour,
gender, or sexual orientation. Those with disabilities should not be
discriminated against, but events like these take place daily. His
shirts ignore all stereotypes and discriminating factors and focus on
the people choosing to stare back at you.
Having up and left his high-end job, Jeff had to make handfuls of
sacrifices, like giving up cable, but he doesn’t regret it. It was never
“[his] ambition in this project to be a multimillionaire,” though he
considers himself, at this time, close to borderline poverty. After a
few years of hard work, Jeff managed to plan a shirt tour this past
summer, traveling all across Canada to festivals and small towns,
being lucky enough to meet people who “opened up their house,
[cleared their] couch or [invited him in] for breakfast” along the way.
From this tour he created a video of his apparel selling memories,
with the reason being “if [he has] kids one day [he will] want to be
able to show them what [he] did.”
”I’m really proud that I started something,” said Jeff, to describing
his sentiments towards his growing business, which also donates
5% of profits to both global and local charities, furthering the
essence of the project “in thinking of someone else for a change.”
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Three years ago, 18 friends Jeff made working
abroad were the first buyers of Joy Apparel
tees. Today, over a thousand faces from all
around the world can be found on the Joy
Apparel site, letting you choose who you want
to get to know and who you feel like wearing.
Perhaps it’s someone whose passions lie
close to your own, or whose dreams inspire
you to achieve something new.
In the coming years Jeff hopes to extend
his network globally, with some hopes of
eventually moving abroad himself. He’s
not looking to create an “empire;” instead,
perhaps something more along the lines of an
international neighbourhood of people taking
the effects of their actions into consideration,
simply by wearing a t-shirt.
(As for receiving any scowls since my
childhood, I’ve actually had to put up with
more photos with tourists delighted by my
unique “ginger” heritage than frowns).

Perhaps it's someone whose passionS lIE closE
to your own, or whose dreamS inspire
you to achieve something new.
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Let’s face it; the weather in Vancouver is wet, cold,
and unpredictable. In the morning you might have
brilliant blue skies, but by lunch, torrential downpours,
and just in time for dinner… Who knows, maybe
even snow! Though the weather may be difficult, it is
also beautiful, if you know how to dress for it. Here
are some tips for staying cute, warm, and dry in the
varying temperature and precipitation.
1.) Dress in layers. Use many thin, warm layers rather than a few
thick ones. It will insulate better and allow you to strip off layers if the
temperature gets hot!
2.) Dress for the appropriate activity level. Dressing for an active day of
skiing will be different than dressing for a sedentary day of ice fishing.
3.) Buy or find a pair of insulated boots! Ideally, the lining should be
wool or synthetic—not cotton. Trying to save cash? Try this: Linings
can be purchased separately. Try buying boots two sizes too big, and
then put the lining in!
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4.) Not a fan of cold feet? Thick socks are important in keeping
your toes toasty. Wool is best, although good synthetic “fleece”
socks are an option. You can layer socks, but be careful that
your feet are comfortable and the circulation isn’t cut off….
Ouch!
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8.) Wear gloves or mittens! Fingers and hands are very vulnerable
to the cold, so keep your digits covered. Very thin gloves (like
“magic gloves”) are better than nothing, but comfortable, warm
gloves are important- especially for snowball fights.

5.) Invest in a good quality coat, parka, or jacket. Generally
speaking, the thicker the better, a synthetic ski jacket, a wool
pea coat, or a down jacket will do the trick!

9.) Wear more than one layer on your legs! Oddly, some people
will wear five layers on their torso, and only one layer on the
bottom. At minimum, have a base layer like long underwear
and an outer layer, like snowboarding pants or jeans.

6.) Wear a base layer. A “base layer” can be long johns, a union
suit or whatever can provide a warm, light base to your winter
gear. Plus, they’re very stylish!

10.) Keep dry, don’t drown! Being wet will cause chill to set
in more quickly than if you’re dry. Have waterproof or at least
water resistant outer layers!

7.) Wear a hat. Remember – heat rises, and you don’t want
to lose it! The best way to stay warm in winter is to keep your
head, feet, and hands bundled up! Which brings us to number
eight…

11.) Earmuffs are not at dorky as they seem! Trust me…
Nothing’s better then a hot ear!

Vancouver weather can be
challenging, but that doesn’t mean
that you have to be cold and
miserable. Remember, your own
unique fashion sense doesn’t
have to be lost! Stay warm,
and never lose personality
within your wardrobe!

DO

YOURSELF:
A new lease oN light
Designer: Julia Herron Photographer: Julia Herron Writer: Katherine Alpen

Step 1: Using the pliers, lever the brass cap of the bulb off.
Step 2: Break the glass cap of the light bulb off over a garbage can or something that can

Step 1:

catch the chips. USE CAUTION!!
Step 3: Take the screwdriver and break the inner glass tube. This shouldn’t require too
much force; just a few quick jabs should break it. Then, if there is any glass still inside,
break it off with the pliers.
Step 4: You can now remove the filament (the little wires inside attached together) with
the pliers.
Step 5: Clean the bulb out by rinsing it with water, then filling it halfway with a 3:1 water
and salt mix, shake it vigourously.

Done: Your bulb is now ready for creativity!

Step 2:

Step 3:

Step 4:

Step 5:
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Writer: Katherine Alpen Designer: Julia Herron Photographer: Julia Herron

MIX & MATCH

your shoes
say about

you?
The clothing you choose to put on your back will always mark you as what you
are. Be it through a subtle expressive twist or a red carpet four-hours-to-get-right
do, what we wear defines a portion of our personality and outlook on the world.
However, saying that a young girl wearing all pink is a ditz, or that a boy wearing
West 49 clothing is a skater isn’t necessarily true. Despite the inaccuracies of
stereotyping, we still justify critiquing peoples appearances. We think we form a
realistic idea of what they believe, but deep down we know better. So, do you
think you know people by the way they dress? By the way they walk? Well, we at
FortyFour accept your cynicism and challenge it to a mix and match showdown.
Come on… Let’s take a walk on the wild side.

try it yourself!
Answer Key: 1-B, 2-E, 3-F, 4-A, 5-D, 6-C
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What do

1

A

2

B

3

C

4

D

5

E

6

F

MUSIC

State Of Hip Hop
Writer: Jane Voytcheff
Designer: Darwin Seculles
Photographer: Zhamak Fullad

“Hip Hop influences everything and everyone.” It’s inevitable.

Whether mom and pops are turning down the radio, or the FCC is
bleeping out the swear words, Hip Hop will always be chatting our
receptive little ears off. Notoriously linked to misogyny, vulgarity,
and violence, it has found itself an undying spot before the
public eye. It is a magnet for controversy, criticism, and
above all, blame. Is this really what Hip Hop is all about?

Look back thirty-five years: New York City.
The Bronx was the stomping ground of
African American, Latino, and Jamaican
immigrants spreading their cultural
influences among each other.
Somewhere down the line, a
new kind of tune was created
where spoken word was
combined with jazz
and funk riffs to a
heavy bass line.

"Notoriously linked to misogyny, vulgarity,
and violence, it has found itself an undying
spot before the public eye."
This is known as rapping. With rapping
came the DJ, the breaks, the beatboxing, and the graffiti – the combination
that makes up the Hip Hop culture. But
it wasn’t just about the talent; it was
about voicing the words of the unheard.
Poverty-stricken youth across New
York ghettos were channeling their
energy through this new-found craze. It
was branded a trend; no one thought
it would last, but it further evolved into
the nineties, inspiring the dynasty of
some of the most eminent players in the
game. Hip Hop spread across the states
to the West coast cities of Los Angeles
and Oakland, and also emerged in the
South. All across America, artists were
now beginning to depict the details of
their lifestyle with no mercy. They spoke
about the poverty and violence that
surrounded them and the choices that
they were given. They spoke of survival
in their environment, of living side by
side the guns, drugs, and trafficking.
They painted a very lucid picture of
the world that the rest of society was
ignoring. With the growth of Hip Hop,
the opportunity to make money became
increasingly possible.

"Is this really what
Hip Hop is all
about?"
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Come the millennium, Hip Hop artists
and executives were exploiting
the game, using the actualities of
street life to boost sales and gain
audience attention. The quality of
the music was beginning to diminish,
especially on the mainstream level.
Rappers were no longer bringing
the authenticity that made their art
credible. Instead, they brought the
image that we commonly associate
Hip hop with today: money, hos,
and clothes. With the coming of
the digital age, Hip Hop has also
become a begetter of “Microwave
Music” – music that is made fast and
cheap, and strictly produced for the
radio. The term “Ringtone Rappers”
has also sprung up, defining rappers
by how many ringtone sales they
make. To many, it is no longer an
intellectual form of expression, and to
many, it is not being taken seriously.
Money is presently what drives Hip
Hop, which leaves many innovative
rappers asking this question: since
when were sales the mark for artistic
excellence? Hip Hop has become
a formula, a gimmick, a paycheck.
This is the basis on what most public
condemnation of Hip-hop has been
targeted at. It has certainly fallen

from its high regard. But, it is not
dead yet. Many quality lyricists are
raising more and more questions on
the state of their craft and recognizing
this: Hip Hop needed to fail in order
to produce something different. You
need only look below the surface.
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Artists that
Promote Change

Here’s our pick of artists that
incorporate originality, intelligence
and skill in their craft to differentiate
themselves from the rest.

Outkast
Recognized for their gritty southern
soul, fluid raps, and eccentric
presentation, Outkast makes it
clear that they are exclusive to the
game. In the midst of Gangster Rap
era, they managed to focus their
image less on aggression, and more
towards play. Their melodic feel and
grandeur has gotten them massive
praise worldwide, landing them
double-platinum status for their ’98
record Aquemini.

Fugees
Passionate, acoustic funkiness.
During their reign, Fugees were
loyal to the Hip Hop movement;
founding member Wyclef Jean
even said: “We want to show
that there’s much more to hip
hop than people think.” They are
the disciples of African culture,
devoted to the culture and its
people. They’ve mashed up
reggae, folk, Creole soul, and
country within their hip hop spirits
to create a lively sound that is
true to their lifestyle.
KRS-ONE
A pioneer of the culture, KRS-One
was the first artist to introduce an “offbeat” style delivery. Having lectured
at institutions such as Harvard, Yale,
Vassar and Columbia, his acclaimed
faith in mind-power has earned him
the nickname “The Teacher”. He’s
even showed it in his alias, KRS-One
being an acronym for “Knowledge
Reigns Supreme- Over Nearly
Everyone”. This artist is a trendsetter,
determined to break new ground
and exhibit the intelligent side of Hip
Hop that we don’t hear about in the
media.

zion I
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Gang Starr

Mos Def

Talib Kweli

Gang Starr feeds us music that
provokes the soul. With heartfelt lyrics
combined with a poignant execution,
DJ Premier and Guru are building the
next steps towards more integrated
culture that demonstrates maturity.
Gang Starr produces a very cool
tone that leaves you feeling elevated.
They’ve got a certain conscious state
of mind that sheds reality on popular
images and myths, from gangsters
to politics. In their mind, it’s the truth
or bust; playing it fake doesn’t cut
it. “No one’s untouchable, no man is
bullet-proof.”

Mos Def is a visionary. Not only is
he a visionary, but he’s an intelligent,
prospective, black visionary, which
is what he wants you to recognize.
His political raps put perspective
on social issues such as racism,
economy and the overall state of
humankind. Mos Def recognizes
the vulnerability of society’s mind
and poses a question: being in the
public eye, why not use this to our
advantage and teach a few heads?
He shares with us his vision of the
future. In a cold world filled with
cold people, let’s not lose ourselves.
Instead, he urges us to unite and
move forward towards improvement.
Now that’s hot.

As Mos Def’s partner in crime, Talib
Kweli shares the same outlook.
With a rhythm you could definitely
find yourself moving too, he brings
a sense of morality and social
conscience to hip hop through his
lyrics. Talib takes his art very seriously
and feels more rappers should do
the same. He believes that it is an
artist’s responsibility to paint a vision
of a future that is better, and so he
does. In the wake of the Amadou
Diallo shooting, Talib Kweli organized
the Hip Hop For Respect EP to raise
awareness to police brutality. The
record featured many acclaimed
artists such as Rass Kass, Common,
Kool G Rap and Pharoahe Monch.

A Tribe Called Quest
Considered one of the most notable
hip hop groups of all time, A Tribe
Called Quest is recognized as an
outstanding contribution to music
history. Incorporating jazzy loops
with bass-heavy rhythm, they
produced an abstract sound that
revolutionized Hip Hop in the early
90s. ATCQ addressed social issues
in their afro-centric lyrics, which
made them enormously relevant to
their audience. Their unique sound is
one that has been imitated countless
times, but not once to the eminency
of that original Tribe flavour.

"It was about
voicing the
words of the
unheard"

Zion I
Zion I show themselves worthy as
being one of the most diverse Hip Hop
groups out there. Under credited,
undermined and underground, these
lyricists have a special gift of raising
issues without a sententious tone.

Writer: Brendan Steele
Designer: Darwin Seculles

The Resistance
Muse
Altermative Rock

If you put The Resistance into your CD
player and expect to
hear a Muse album,
complete with all the
distorted bass riffing,
synth finesses, complex
rhythms, and epic and
memorable choruses
exemplified on earlier
albums, you will be disappointed. The first 5
songs of the album are
a complete drag with
awkwardly worded ballads like Guiding Light
and the dance-beat
driven Undisclosed Desires. For a band that
could within seconds
get a crowd’s heartbeat
up and then silence
them with awe-inspiring
talent, they have completely dropped the ball
on The Resistance.

CD REVIEWS

Battle Studios
John Mayer
Acoustic Pop

Instead of investing
money in engineering
for his new album, Mr.
Womanizer should have
spent it on a counsellor
to sort out his postJennifer Anniston break
up. Aside from the lead
single Who Says, Battle
Studies is lacking of any
truly memorable material. The album does have
its moments though:
the solo in Assassin, the
Cream-inspired Robert Johnson cover of
Crossroads, and the final outro of Edge of Desire. Unfortunately, the
album ends on a question mark, and leaves
you wanting more.

The Book Of
Secrets
Loreena McKennet
World
Imagine drifting free
above mountains of
clouds, their fluffy expanse glowing with the
fiery orange and violet
hues of the setting sun.
When I close my eyes
and listen to the opening song of The Book
of Secrets, this is what
I see. Loreena Mckennitt has unique spiritual
quality to her voice that
induces an out of body
sensation. The ethereal
mix of Celtic and Middle-Eastern influences
creates a blend that is
a feast for the ears. A
perfect album to sit in
front of a fire on a cold
winter night and relax
and let the music wash
over you.

Troubador

Lay You Down

K’naan
Hip Hop

Headwater
Folk

One of the few artists
who consistently talks
about the world and the
problems that plague it,
K’naan has created a
thought-provoking album featuring many talented artists, and styles
blended together to
form a comprehensive
hip-hop masterpiece.
From Damien Marley
to Kirk Hammet to Mos
Def, the album contains
so much talent that it
couldn’t do anything
but shine. He stays true
to his roots with TIA, an
anthem commemorating his home continent
of Africa; speaks of a
childhood love in Fatima, a touching tribute
to a young girl killed in
the violence of Somalia;
cites John Lennon in
Dreamer…Troubador
is gem.

Headwater not only calls
North Vancouver their
home, but derives their
name from Lynn Canyon Headwaters. But
the music that jumps
out of the record player
when Lay You Down is
placed tentatively inside
speaks nothing of the
sterile, suburban environment from whence
it came. With male
harmonies, mandolin,
banjo, and brilliant slide
guitar, it strikes a chord
that sounds just right. A
few songs do not equal
the quality of the rest,
but on the whole it is a
solid effort, Freight Train
in particular.
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"We Decided to Go for it For Realsies"

Said The Whale
(Note: Said The Whale consists of five members - these photos do not represent the band in its entirety)

When Tyler Bancroft opened the door of the Kitsilano
community center, he nearly turned us away as overeager concert goers because he had actually forgotten
our interview. He quickly apologized and cancelled
his plans to grab a quick bite, and interrupted
Hannah Georgas’ set rehearsal to take us backstage,
where we met with band mate Ben Worcester and
immediately got down to business.
This was Said The Whale’s first hometown show in
over 6 months; they just returned from 2 months of
touring across Canada promoting their sophomore
album “Islands Disappear” and we were curious to
hear their observations of how the east coast differed
from their native west coast. Two of the biggest
differences of course were the sub-zero drop in
temperature and how “they talk really funny.” Ben also
felt here on the west coast, we lack beer pride (Tyler
disagreed: “Yeah we do!”), whereas on the east coast,
everywhere they went had a certain loyalty to the local
beer. This may be indirectly related to their real point
in differences; how music is deeply rooted into their
culture. It seemed that everyone on the east coast
had some sort of connection to music whether it was

a musician in their family or they played guitar themselves.
People would go check out bands in bars “because,”
over there it’s just something fun to do and there are live
performances somewhere every night. Here on the west
coast, in Vancouver specifically, the music lovers appreciate
music while everyone else enjoys their own hobbies. It also
feels like you’ve really got to drag people out to shows and
there are few venues that even have live music. Of course
the guys would never want to put down the Vancouver music
scene because they love it, it’s just a different culture.
They really are pure Vancouverites and it shows through
their music. “We write from our experience and when your
experience is just living in Vancouver then that’s what you’re
going to write about,” says Tyler. They’ve both grown up
here, being surrounded by the mountains and the ocean is
not something either takes for granted and though they never
set out to advocate eco-friendliness through their music,
they do want people to be aware of it. The natural terrain of
Vancouver has had a huge impact on their lives, who they
are; and the worry that one day the city will grow up really big
and we won’t be able to see the mountains anymore weighs
heavy on their hearts; people will just assume that’s how it is,
but it’s not and it shouldn’t be.

Regarding the local mountains you will likely catch only
Ben hiking on them because both guys admit to not
having gone snowboarding in several years due to the
expenses of the habit. They’re hoping to get up there a
few times this year, but in all honesty, confess they might
go night boarding twice, if someone drags them up there.
The prospect of Grouse being open 24 hours during the
Olympics did peak their interests slightly, and both guys
expressed genuine excitement for the upcoming games.
Like the rest of us they’ve put up with all the construction,
crazy traffic and even moments as personal as watching
their childhood baseball diamond be diminished to a
curling rink that will no doubt be rendered useless after
the 2 weeks of Olympic events. However, Tyler’s point is,
we’ve dealt with all the nonsense already so we should
enjoy the Olympics, people come from all over the world to
experience them and we’re lucky enough to have them in
our own back yard.
Tonight, Said the Whale would have two performances, one for
all ages and a later show for those over nineteen. This is nothing
new for the band; they make a point of having all ages shows
because to them all ages means “youngsters, middlesters and
my parents”(Ben). The all ages shows have a vastly different vibe
since the attendees really are there for the music in contrast to
a nineteen plus show where clinking glasses, constant chatter
and drunken behavior are basic components to the affair.
Withstanding those elements, the band has had some pretty
wicked nineteen plus shows but the all ages shows are also
their way of giving back, considering they know what it’s like to
miss a show at a club, “For a large portion of my life I was under
19 and [and was pissed off] I couldn’t go to shows,” states Ben
with excerpt by Tyler.
The two shows that followed echoed our friendly meeting;
the guys shared their experiences traveling across Canada
and their love of Vancouver through their songs; jokes were
made involving everything from Twihards to the half boathalf bus Harbour Hoppers of Nova Scotia. Ben threw several
Tim Horton’s donuts into the crowd and Camilo the magician
who inspired the band’s hit summer song graced us with his
presence. It is a night I will not soon forget and I know that
though Said the Whale can be defined as the epitome of a
“local band,” their mandate won’t let them stay confined to
the borders of Canada. “We’ve seen our country a lot in the
past couple of years. I’d like to see the continent, and then the
world,” Ben’s plans for the future.
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Circus
My stomach just dropped thirty feet

- literally. I was cocooned in layers of silk, less than an arm’s length
away from the ceiling, when a split second later, the silks unraveled and I
plummeted towards the gym floor. My body came to a harsh stop a mere
few feet from the hardwood as the unique high, which can only come
from free falling, settled in.
This feeling comes from practicing the art of aerial silks. Leave the
bearded woman and poorly painted clowns to Britney Spears’
inaccurate representation of this lost art in order to even begin to
understand the truth of circus. Modern day circus has evolved from the
stereotypical “freaks” and throbbing carnival music into a sleek, elegant
art. It is best known by the ever famous Cirque du Soleil, however, circus
is accessible in Vancouver and the quality is no less than perfection.

FortyFour sprang at the chance
to work with Inner Ring
Circus performers. Locally set,
Inner Ring rightly self describes
themselves as “innovative” and
“exhilarating.” During our photo
shoot, back muscles rippled and
the resident contortionist bent her
back to a spineless extent.
It’s not just a stunning piece of
work; circus provokes
blood-rushing to your head,

tension creeping down your
legs, and a swell in your chest
from the rush of emotions- and
that just comes from watching.
These indescribable feelings
have caught the attention of the
world, and the movement has
grown. It has been a calm, but
strong, surging movement, and
it has risen up to touch countries
all over the world - a journey
which started close to home, in
Montreal, Canada.
I can still remember my first
experience with circus; I was

Nobody
ever said
spinning
multiple times
through the air or tip
toeing across a rope
high as the clouds
was easy.

walking down the streets
during a day long layover in
Singapore. The streets were
remarkably clean and calm when
a group of street children skipped
down the street yelling “pay two
dollars to see the hometown
circus!” One of the girls winked
at me and told me it was an
experience I would never forget.
I didn’t believe her then, but boy,
do I believe her now. The boys
began to climb the upright ladder
and played a game of “chicken
fighting.” The girls spun hula
hoops while their friends threw
hoop after hoop and the young
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girl would catch them around her waist, never dropping one. After twenty hoops, the beads of sweat
became apparent on her face, but her determined look told me she wouldn’t give up. These street
amateurs were having the time of their life.

It was the best two dollars I ever spent.
Nobody ever said spinning multiple times through the air or tip toeing across a rope high as the clouds
was easy. I think it’s time we took a good look at our bodies, and realized that there is a physical and
mental strength within that can overcome any mind block or challenge. It is only by accepting this gift that
one can begin to use it.

SADIE’S

when you’re smilin’
keep on smilin’
the whole world
smiles with you...
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and when you’re laughin’
keep on laughin’
the sun comes shinin’ through...

- Louis Armstrong...

POI
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You're in control.
Poi Artist David Yates - Night and Day Dance
Writer Joy Yoo Photographer Julia Herron, Lizzi Pedersen Designer Erin Bjornson, Gareth Dorscheid

The wicks and fuel burst into flames and all of a sudden they start to fly through the
air… Up, down, side to side, in opposite circles… These chains are extensions of your
arms.
You feel empowered; controlling an element that is feared by so many. The audience
cheers you on, mesmerized by the blazing shapes that fill the air in front of them.
Those endless hours of tiring practice, failures, and frustration, lead to a spectacular
final product. You purge all your emotions through this electrifying dance, creating
dazzling images with explosions of light.

All else forgotten... the only thing left in the world is you, and you're on fire.
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Once the sun sets, you must make your own fire.
You can choose to fear it, shying away whenever
r,
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Independent
Chain
39

As I stepped into the Libra Room, a
myriad of sights, sounds, and smells
washed over me. Old-fashioned
chandeliers threw a moody glow across
the brick walls, strewn with artistic
renderings of Commercial Drive. Wooden
fans wafted a breeze filled with the odours
of the kitchen and bar, swishing the hems of
the flowing green dress of the server striding
confidently towards me.

“Hey man,” she addressed me, looking directly
into my eyes, her comfort contagious. She led us
to our seats, stationed right in front of the stage
where a piano, mics and a drum-set sat, obviously
accustomed to nightly use. As our food was served
the musicians strolled in, and commenced a jazz
set. Sitting there savouring the crunchy flavour of my
prosciutto and goat cheese pizza, only a few feet away
from the band, I felt a invigorating feeling of being so very
alive.
The one question that plagued me was, (thinking back
to my experiences in more corporate-minded restaurants,
establishments such as White Spot, or the Keg) what was it
that differentiated independent restaurants like the Libra Room,
from their chain counterparts in the way that they appealed

people? What was it there that gave me such a feeling of vitality? I thought about the
attractive, conservative, and uniform appearance of waitresses at White Spot contrasted
against the server at the Libra Room, with her vibrant green dress, using words like “rad”.
What came to me after much contemplation was that corporate institutions operate from
a pedestal high above the lives of common people, and independent restaurants are often
based upon a specific image that exists within the living and breathing core of culture.
This, to me, clearly spelled out the heart of the answer:

independent restaurants come from 		
the people, and chain restaurants are 		
		

designed for the people.
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Anatoli Souvlaki
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Upon walking into Anatoli
Souvlaki, we were given
the impression of entering
a Mediterranean oasis. The
atmosphere is welcoming and
almost instantly, the problems
of the day seem to disappear
as we sink into our chairs. We
scan over the menu, and I
notice the variety of selection
available. For the lunch menu,
the prices range from six to
eighteen dollars, and the

Palki
Soft, dim lighting makes
Palki’s glow as we stand,
dripping from Vancouver’s
cold, wet gloom, smelling
the friendly aroma of chillies
and cardamom. The “closed”
sign in the window nearly
shatters our delicious dreams
of samosas and curries when
the manager, Savio, opens
the door and invites us in.
Technically we are here over
an hour before Palki’s is set to
open, but Savio and the chef
wave that thought away and
seat us. He brings us

Writer: Tegan Heywood

dinner menu is pricier. When
the food arrives, I find myself
somewhat disappointed with
the small portion size but
forgetting to take into account
how filling the food actually is;
we are stuffed in no time. Next
time we’ll be sure to catch one
of belly dancing shows on the
weekend. Anatoli Souvlaki is
the destination that offers great
food with a side-dish of culture.

Writer: Nadia Maki

menus and innocently drops a
few suggestive, joking remarks
and recommends his favourite
dishes. The menu includes
numerous vegetarian options
and meatatarians will relish
eating a chicken pakoras. The
meals came to roughly fifteen
dollars each, and Savio’s
fun conversation came with
no extra charge. The food is
delicious and the portions are
considerable, but the calm,
happy atmosphere is what
makes Palki’s so enjoyable.

Chocolate Cake in a Mug
Designer: Kevin Phung

Writer: Tegan Heywood

Photographer: Zhamak Fullad

Not everyone has a flair for cooking, so for those of us who are more likely to slice a finger than the food
item in question, here is an easy and pain-free recipe. It only requires some mixing, a microwave and three
minutes. As long as you make sure to let the cake cool before chowing-down, you’re sure to get out of
this kitchen experience in one piece.

Step 1: Lay out all the ingredients.
(Make sure you have everything
before you start.) *See the list below*

Step 2: Mix wet ingredients in the
mug.

Step 2.5: Dry ingredients go in
separate bowl.
Step 5: Take out and top with
whatever may tickle your fancy!

DONE: Now enjoy!

Step 3: After making sure there are
no lumps, pour the dry ingredients
into the mug. Mix thoroughly.
Needed:
• 4 tablespoons of flour
• 4 table spoons of sugar
• 2 tablespoons of cocoa
• 1 egg

Step 4: Put it in the microwave

for 3 minutes. Warning: You will
need a VERY big mug.

• 3 tablespoons of oil
• 3 tablespoons of milk
• ½ a teaspoon of vanilla
• A dash of salt
• A dash of baking powder

• Microwave
• Microwave-safe mug
• Topping of your choice
Serves 1-2 people
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"We're Watching our Karma"
Writer: Laura Thorne

Designer: Kevin Phung

Photographer: Zhamak Fullad

There was nothing but tugboats
as we watched in a dizzy semi-coma
Feeling like nothing and everything could touch us, break us
Like the unstained glass on our windowpanes
And nothing and everything would remain, the posters we nailed naked to the walls,
The guilty curtains we never liked anyway 44
The space between our lips, wider with every year that passed
Nothing would remain of us
Unless it could be us, the destroyers, the hopeless screwed up
alcoholic types
Trying so damn hard to fIgure out what it means
To be in loveUnless we could break everything fIrst
We’d crash parties and break dishes and steal balloons from small children
For the satisfaction of watching them, POP in our hands
We’d dine and dash,
We’d play God and pick favourites and drop bombs
If only for the sake of this moment
These tugboats
Rubbing rust onto the pier
And reminding us that everything is perfect,
For now...

Continued on the D44 website...

HOROSCOPES
Designer: Kevin Phung Writer: Jane Voytcheff & Katherine Alpen

ARIES

March 21 - April 19
Some insignificant qualities of your friends may annoy you,
but remember: if you are feeling a little irritated, that’s really
just monotony poking at your temple. Go out and find yourself
a spontaneous Sagittarius to stir up your lame routine. Wink
wink.
April 20 - May 20
TAURUS
Ah, temper temper! Watch where you point your horns Toro;
they might find their way up the butt of someone important.
Like your mother. Oh burn! But seriously, family disputes are
on high alert. Sometimes it’s better to say nothing at all.
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May 21 - June 21
GEMINI
Time to focus on your homework. I swear! Do it. Research.
Plan your tactics carefully, and most importantly, know yo shiz
like you know your right hand (gross). Hate to break it to you
Gemini, but no one likes to work with a capricious charmer
when they’re trying to get things done.
June 22 - July 22
CANCER
Moody little cancer, it’s time to let your social butterfly come
out. 2010 sheds a lot of light on you, which makes you a
magnet for some very interesting people. You’re glowing,
baby! Take advantage.
July 23 - August 22
LEO
Either you’re lucky or you did something right, because good
karma is coming ’atcha. Watch your back for a friend who
may not be feeling the same love; jealousy usually follows the
successful. Grrr.
August 23 - September 22
VIRGO
You have been through the ringer recently, but things are
going to improve. It really is all in your attitude and outlook
so set goals, and hold onto your childhood aspirations. They
really are a saving grace.

LIBRA

Septemeber 23 - October 22
You desperately need new shoes.

October 23 - November 21

SCORPIO

Quit forgetting shiz. We both know you always do, and you are
seriously losing out on a lot of fun times without that day-book
to keep you on track!

November 22 - December 21
SAGITTARIUS
It may seem like the world is closing in on you with walls of
homework and stress, but keep your head up and chin high. I
promise you, there is light at the end of that tunnel!

CAPRICORN

December 22 - January 19
Go to sleep you crazy party animal. You definitely need it. So
many late nights are going to not only wear and tear on your
physical life, but also on your family ties. Listen to mama on
this one; she’ll be good to you.
January 20 - February 18
AQUARIUS
Politics on both a personal and worldly level are going to start
nagging you soon and you’ll have to rise above the pettiness
of a certain relation to get to your true potential. Go for it
despite the trials though; you desperately are in need of a
change in scenery.
February 19 - March 20
PISCES
Things will seem a bit fickle in the few months following the
New Year. Expect travel, family time and sweet, sweet love.
On the other hand, watch your money, your employers,
but certainly not your feet. You must be ready to bring your
A-Game at anytime against the unknown troubles that the
dude in the sky has got planned for you.

ARE YOU GIVING ME LIP?
"....make sure your lady approves of your stache first...."
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A moustache is like a disguise, it can easily transform
you into any sort of character whether it’s into the
conniving villain Dick Dastardly, a suave Spaniard like
Zoro or a crime busting detective like Magnum P.I.; you
can be anyone. So the only question is, who do you
want to be? The guidance of a female friend should be
highly sought after because they will be brutally honest
when it comes to the fuzz on your face. After all, their
opinion matters most, right? Rudyard Kipling once said
“Being kissed by a man who didn’t wax his moustache
was like eating an egg without salt.” I’m not sure about
the rest of you girls, but I beg to differ. Wax or not, it

isn’t always the most enjoyable experience, so make
sure your lady approves of your ’stache first, boys.
When an adolescent boy first notices the tiny hairs
poking out of his upper lip, he must make the very
important decision of either shaving it off, or letting it
grow into a moustache. Of course some guys are quite
lucky, being able to grow a full moustache in only a
matter of days, while the rest spend weeks looking in
the mirror eagerly checking for new sprouts. I have to
say, as a girl, I’m quite content with simply having a milk
moustache from time to time.

Writer: Petra Sengbusch
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